Regulation and metabolic engineering strategies for permeases of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Microorganisms have evolved permeases to incorporate various essential nutrients and exclude harmful products, which assists in adaptation to different environmental conditions for survival. As permeases are directly involved in the utilization of and regulatory response to nutrient sources, metabolic engineering of microbial permeases can predictably influence nutrient metabolism and regulation. In this mini-review, we have summarized the mechanisms underlying the general regulation of permeases, and the current advancements and future prospects of metabolic engineering strategies targeting the permeases in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The different types of permeases and their regulatory mechanisms have been discussed. Furthermore, methods for metabolic engineering of permeases have been highlighted. Understanding the mechanisms via which permeases are meticulously regulated and engineered will not only facilitate research on regulation of global nutrition and yeast metabolic engineering, but can also provide important insights for future studies on the synthesis of valuable products and elimination of harmful substances in S. cerevisiae.